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Abstract: Edge detection provides a great platform for feature detection which is very useful for applications related to 

Digital Image Processing and Medical Imaging. Edge detection went through different steps during its life time. There 

are various operators proposed for edge detection. Some of them are Sobel operator, Prewitt operator, Robert operator, 

Kirsch operator, Robinson operator, Laplace of Gaussian Operator (LOG) and Canny Operator. Sobel operator, Prewitt 

operator, Robert operator, Kirsch operator and Robinson operator produces well results in front of quality images but 

produces bad result in front of noisy images because they have no noise removal filter. For noise removal gaussian filter 

is mostly used. However Laplace of Gaussian operator and Canny operator use a Gaussian filter for noise removal. The 

factors which are considered to be most challenging for edge detection are noisy images, direction in which the 

maximum edges are produced and edge localization. Another factors which are most suitable for finding of appropriate 

edge detections are Multiscaling and Thresholding. Multiscaling can be done from fine to coarse scale and coarse to 

fine scale. As far as this paper is concerned this paper provides implementation of edge detection by various edge 

detection techniques from fine to coarse scale by using Gaussian filter. Different parameter values for Multiscaling and 

Thresholding were considered and implemented in this paper which is useful for appropriate edge detection. But prior 

to that we have described various techniques for edge detection. All implementation is performed in MATLAB R2008b 

using the database of Minear and Parker [7]. The significance of this research is to observe the edges by employing 

numerous edge detection techniques from fine to coarse scale.  

 

Index Terms: Sobel Operator, Prewitt Operator, Gaussian filter, Laplace of Gaussian Operator, Canny Operator, 

Multiscaling, Thresholding. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Some most challenging tasks in edge detections are edge detection in front of noisy images, direction in which the 

maximum edges are produced and edge localization. First order derivative operators such as Sobel, Prewitt, Robert, 

Kirsch and Robinson operators that does not deal with noise factors therefore if there is a noise in images it will be 

difficult to detect the edges by first order derivative techniques. However second order derivative operators like Laplace 

of Gaussian operator (LOG) use a noise removal filter known as Gaussian filter for appropriate edge detection. Canny 

edge detection also uses a Gaussian filter for noise removal. There are various low pass filters [1] available for noise 

removal. Gaussian filter [2] is one of the most commonly used low pass filter for noise removal. Marr and Hildreth [3] 

proposed the 2D-Gaussian filter in which image smoothing are obtained at different levels by varying the value of 

sigma (σ). σ is the scaling parameter which takes different values, depending upon the quality of input image. The 

increasing or decreasing value of σ provides edge detection at different levels. But with the decreasing value of σ, edge 

appears with increasing noise. The increasing value of σ terminates noise but edge may also disappear. Therefore σ 

value should be adjusted properly for appropriate edge detection. Details about Gaussian filter and multiscaling are 

discussed later. Poobathy et al. [4] provides the comparison of various edge detection operators by utilizing the PSNR 

and MSE. Dagar et al. [5] provides the comparative analysis of edge detection techniques based on intelligence 

computing. Singh et al. [6] discovered the implementation based on FPGA for edge detection in color images. Another 

factor which is useful in edge detection is the edge detection at different directions, because intensity of images are 

different at different locations, therefore edges are calculated at different directions and the direction which gives the 

maximum edge will be considered as an appropriate edge detection. Last factor which is very important for edge 

detection is threshold value to be used for appropriate edge detection. Different threshold values with the scaling factor 

σ were applied on images for proper edge detection. As far as this paper is concerned, this paper explains first order 

derivative techniques, second order derivative techniques, thresholding and mutiscaling of edges used at various points 
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for accurate edge detection with their implementation. The major objective of the research paper is to test the various 

edge detection techniques at multiple scales. Depending on the amount of scaling the accuracy increases or decreases. 

Therefore after lots of testing at multiple scales the one which gives the best output will be considered. Section wise 

paper described as follows: Section 2 describes the first order derivatives techniques, Details about Gaussian filter, 

Laplace of Gaussian Filter and Canny Edge Detection are described in section 3, Section 4 describes the multiscaling 

concepts, Section 5 provide implementation and results performed and finally conclusion is drawn on Section 6.  

2. First Order Edge Detection Techniques 

Sobel edge detection [8] is one of the first edge detection techniques which is still used in various applications. 

Sobel edge detection is also known as gradient based edge detection. Sobel edge detection is used by various 

researchers in the research field for edge detection. Some of them are described in [9, 10, 11]. The main drawback of 

Sobel edge detection is that it produces good output in presence of good quality images but produces bad results in front 

of noisy images. For this work the Sobel Edge detection is implemented for Gray Scale Image and Images which 

produced after applying Gaussian filter for different values of σ on Gray Scale image by using the masks in x and y 

directions, which is then convolved with the Gray Scale image and Gaussian filtered image to produce the gradient 

images in x and y directions. The total gradient image is computed by calculating the square root of addition of square 

of gradient images in x and y directions. Mask used by Sobel is    

 

[
−1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1

]        [
1 2 1
0 0 0

−1 −2 −1
] 

 

Gradient image at point(x, y) is given by the formula 

 

G(x, y) = √G(x)2 + G(y)2                                                                     (1) 

 

and direction formula is given as  

 

ϴ=tan−(
y

x
)                                                                                    (2) 

 
In another Step a gradient image is calculated in all eight directions and the direction which gives the maximum 

output will be considered as best possible edge point. Implementation.  

Another first order derivative edge detection is the given by Prewitt [11] which is quite similar to Sobel edge 

detection. The mask used by Prewitt edge detection is shown below. 

 

[
−1 0 1
−1 0 1
−1 0 1

]        [
1 1 1
0 0 0

−1 −1 −1
] 

 

The gradient image is calculated by using the formula 

 

G(x, y) = √G(x)2 + G(y)2                                                                     (3) 
 

and directional formula is given as  

 

ϴ=tan−(
y

x
)                                                                                    (4) 

 

The edges produced between the Sobel edge detection and Prewitt edge detection has a very minor difference due 

to the mask value used between them. The only difference is in the middle value of masks used for Sobel edge detection 

and Prewitt edge detection. Image Gradient at point x and y is calculated in all eight directions and the direction which 

gives the maximum output will be considered as most appropriate edge detection.  

Another first order derivative edge detection is given by Robert [11]. The mask which is used by Robert is a 2x2 

mask and its values in x and y directions are 

 

[
1 0
0 −1

]      [
0 1

−1 0
] 

 

The gradient is calculated by formula  
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 G(x, y) = √G(x)2 + G(y)2                                                                      (5) 

 

and directional formula is given as  

 

ϴ=tan−(
y

x
)                                                                                  (6) 

 

Due to the 2x2 mask used by Robert, it is not quite effective as Sobel and Prewitt edge techniques. The edges 

which are produced by Robert edge detection are very less as compared to Sobel and Prewitt edge detection.  

Another edge detection technique is given by kirsch [11] whose masks in x and y directions are given by  

 

[
−3 −3  5
−3   0  5
−3 −3  5

]        [
  5    5      5
−3    0   −3
 −3  −3   −3

] 

 

Gradient image is calculated in all directions by using the gradient and direction formula as in case of Prewitt and 

Sobel edge detection, and the direction which gives the maximum output will be considered as appropriate edge 

detection. Another edge detection technique is given by Robinson [11] whose edge mask is given below 

 

[
−1 1  1
−1 −2 1
−1 1 1

]        [
  1 1  1
   1 −2  1
 −1 −1 −1

] 

 

Gradient image is calculated in all directions and the direction which gives the maximum output will be considered 

as appropriate edge detection as in case of other first order derivative operators. But the main drawback of these first 

order derivatives is they respond well in quality images but not in noisy images.  

3. Gaussian filter, Laplace of Gaussian filter and Canny Edge Detection 

To overcome the noise problem in images, Marr and Hildreth developed his filter known as Gaussian filter [2]. 

The formula used by Marr and Hildreth for noise removal is given below  

 

g (x, y)=
1

2πσ2 e−(x2+y2/2σ2)                                                                         (7) 

 

Where x, y are the coordinates of the image and σ is the scaling parameter. By using the various values of sigma, 

image smoothning is done at different levels. This Gaussian filter works well for low noise image but if there is a large 

quantity of noise available in image then it will be very difficult to detect edges in images, therefore Laplace operator is 

used along with the Gaussian filter for Noise Removal and operator is most commonly known as Laplace of Gaussian 

Operator (LOG). The formula used for the LOG is 

 

∆2g(x, y) =
d2

dx2 g(x, y) +
d2

dy2 g(x, y) = 
x2+y2−2σ2

2πσ2 e−(x2+y2/2σ2)                                            (8) 

 

Where x, y are the coordinates and σ is the scaling parameter. LOG is used to detect edges with noise removal. The 

scaling parameter of Gaussian filter has gained a huge amount of appreciation in research field. By changing the values 

of sigma (scaling parameter) edge detection can be done in a more effective way. Different values of σ should be tested 

for extraction of effective edges. Babaud [12] work consists of 1D signal which is smoothed by Gaussian filter and he 

also shows that when second order derivative is calculated on the 1D signal then zero crossings disappears as scale 

increases from fine to coarse. 

Another operator which is most commonly used throughout the world is given by Canny [13] most commonly 

known as Canny edge detector. Canny edge detector is the most widely used operator in the history of research field. 

Canny edge detection focuses on the main prime objectives for edge detection. The three aspects which are most 

important for edge detection are  

 

1) Proper edge detection. 

2) Good Localization.  

3) Respond to a proper edge. 

 

Canny proposed a method which consists of all three important features required for edge detection. The major 

steps of Canny Edge detection are 
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1. Canny’s method uses a Gaussian filter for noise removal. First step of Canny edge detector is the conversion of 

Gray scale image to Burred Image by applying the Gaussian filter which was formed by taking the convolution of 

Gaussian filter with Gray Scale image. The parameters of Gaussian function include size which specifies the size of 

rows and columns which is to be applied on the gray scale image and scaling factor denoted by sigma. The content of 

blurring or noise removal depends upon the size and scaling factor used. As the size and scaling factor of Gaussian filter 

increases the content of blurring becomes more and more and as size and scaling factor decreases content of blurring 

becomes less.   

2. Edge detection is the second step of Canny edge detection which is calculated by first order derivative operators 

like Sobel or Prewitt operators. Gradient images in x and y directions has been calculated by taking the convolution of 

Gaussian blurred image with Gradients in x and y directions. Final gradient image is calculated by taking the square 

root of summation of gradient images in x and y directions.     

3. Use of non maximum suppression for proper extraction of edges. Non maximum suppression is also known as 

edge thinning. Edge thinning is also an important aspect of edge detection, by applying the edge thinning algorithm, the 

edges becomes clearer and well defined.  

4. Canny edge detection uses two thresholds values for edge detection, one for detecting weak edges and one for 

detecting strong edges. This two threshold factor of Canny becomes very crucial in edge detection. Various thresholds 

values have been applied on edges and the threshold value which gives the maximum edges will be considered as 

suitable edge detection.     

 

Another important property of Canny edge detection is the calculation of edges at different scales. Edges can be 

calculated at different scale values and the scale values which give the maximum edge detection will be considered as 

most appropriate edge detection. Canny edge detection considered to be most appropriate edge detection for so many 

years and by today also due to its capability for edge detection. Canny edge detection calculates edges from fine to 

coarse edge detection which is known as edge synthesis. This fine to coarse edge detection by taking various values of 

sigma at different scales produces the most efficient edges for edge detection. The concept behind fine to coarse is that 

after applying a Gaussian filter of size (nxm) with various values of sigma (standard deviation) in increasing order, the 

content of blurring increases or we can say the amount of noise vanishes out from the image. As far as appropriate 

edges are concerned, one of the edges which will be considered for final edge detection comes by varying various 

values of sigma.   

4. Multiscaling for Edge Detection 

Mutiscaling is the most important part for edge detection. Edge detection at multiple scales provides a various 

options for choosing appropriate edges. Two things are very important in multiscaling whether multiscaling has done 

form fine to coarse or it has been done from coarse to fine. Fine to coarse means the value of sigma increases with 

varying size and coarse to fine means the value of sigma decreases with varying size. When moving from fine to coarse, 

the content of blurring increases with the increasing value of sigma, which is very helpful in noise removal but true 

edges will also disappears with the increasing value of sigma. However when moving from coarse to fine more true 

edges will be detected with the decreasing value of sigma, but the content of noise also increases.  However as far as the 

experimental setup is concerned for true edge detection, the values of sigma should be tested at different scales, whether 

it is fine to coarse or coarse to fine, and the scale which gives the maximum possible outcome will be considered as 

appropriate edge detection. Huge amount of research has been done on multiscaling. Witkin [14] was among the first 

ones who work on multiscaling. The concept of Witkins was based on considering the 1D signal and calculating the 

zero crossings (second derivative) of l D signal, 1D signal is first smoothed by Gaussian function and then edges are 

derived by varying different values of sigma(standard deviation).This type of representation is known as scale space 

representation. Bergholm [15] edge detection used to calculate edges from coarse to fine edge detection but prior to this 

image is smoothed by a Gaussian filter and then edges are detected at different scales. Lacroix [16] edge detection was 

based on calculating edges from fine to coarse scales using Canny edge detection. Lacroix then uses three scales for 

their edge detection. Smallest scale gives the finest edge detection because of small value of sigma, largest scale gives 

the content of blurring due to the increasing value of sigma and the intermediate scale is calculated by the smallest and 

largest scales. Elder and Zucker [17] study focuses on coarse to fine tracking. They argued that the edge detection at 

coarse scale depends on the contrast and distance factors and edge detection at fine scale consists of huge amount of 

noise. Williams and Shah [18] worked on the edge detection at multiple scales, Gaussian filter of different sizes are 

applied to images for proper edge detection. Schunck [19] uses Gaussian filter for edge detection at multiple scales and 

its some initial steps are based on Canny edge detection. This section provides the   implementation of edge detection at 

multiple scales. All edge detection operators defined in this paper are implemented from fine to coarse scales. During 

preprocessing step the Gray Scale Image is convolved with different sizes of Gaussian Filter with various values of 

sigma to obtain the Blurred image. Then Blurred image is used for edge detection at multiple scales. Edge localization 

is a prime aspect of any edge detection therefore a great care is taken in the implementation for proper edge detection. 
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All working is done on Minear & Parker database [4] and whole implementation is done on Matlab (R2008b) by using 

various functions.  

5. Implementation and Results 

For implementation purpose the size of the image taken is 200x250. All implementation of this research paper is 

performed on MATLAB (R2008b) using the database of Minear and Park [7]. Figure 1 shows three samples of images 

taken from Minear and Park database. Gaussian filter of different sizes and different scale values were applied to the 

gray scale images and as size and scale value increases the content of blurring also increases. The size value which was 

used by all three gray scale images with their corresponding sigma values are [3 3] with sigma=1, [4 4] with sigma=2, 

[5 5] with sigma=3 and [6 6] with sigma =4. Figure 2 shows Sobel edge detection at multiple scales. First part of the 

figure applies Gaussian filter to Gray scale image of different sizes and different sigma values. In second part Sobel 

edge is calculated on Gray Scale image and Gaussian filter images. Edges are formed by taking constant threshold value 

which is .005 and sigma=1, 2, 3 and 4 of sizes [3 3], [4 4], [5 5], [6 6] and as size and sigma increases noise is reduced 

but there is some reduction in edges also. In third part edges are formed by increasing both the threshold and sigma 

values. The thresholds which are used is .005, .007.009, .011, .013 and sigma values are 1, 2, 3 and 4. Figure 2 shows 

different phases of edge detection at various threshold and sigma values. It is necessary to choose appropriate threshold 

value and sigma value for correct edge detection. Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows Prewitt and Robert edge detection by 

using same parameters as it was used for Sobel edge detection. The difference between these operators is in their mask 

values used by the operators. The implementation of Sobel, Prewitt and Robert operators were performed on MATLAB 

(R2008b) by using various functions. For all the implementation MATLAB R2008b is utilized. By utilizing the various 

functions available in MATLAB. Figure 5 shows Kirsch's operator, during first step Gaussian filter is applied on gray 

scale images of different size and sigma values for noise removal. Second step is the edge detection at different scales. 

Different edges are formed at different steps by using sizes of [3 3], [4 4], [5 5], [6 6], appropriate threshold of 100 and 

sigma values are 1, 2, 3 and 4. As size and sigma value increases noise becomes low and some true edges also disappear.  

Figure 6 shows Robinson operator, during first step Gaussian filter is applied on gray scale images of different size and 

sigma values for noise removal. Second step is the edge detection at different scales. Different edges are formed at 

different steps by using sizes of [3 3], [4 4], [5 5], [6 6], appropriate threshold of 40 and sigma values are 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

As size and sigma value increases noise becomes low and some true edges also disappear. Kirsch's and Robinson 

operators are also implemented in MATLAB (R2008b) and some morphological [20] functions are also used from 

MATLAB (R2008b) for line detection of Kirsch's and Robinson operators. Figure 7 shows zero crossings of Laplace of 

Gaussian images at various sigma values. Contrast of the image is improved by applying adaptive histogram 

equalization [7] function on the image and then zero crossings are calculated by applying different values of sigma in 

increasing order. As value of sigma increases edges disappears. Figure 8 shows Laplace of Gaussian images by varying 

threshold values with constant sigma value and varying threshold values with varying sigma values. Firstly Image 

Contrast is improved by applying adaptive histogram equalized function on Gray Scale Image , secondly parameters 

which were used are, threshold=.005,.010,.015,.020 with constant sigma value 1 for first part and for second part 

parameters are , threshold=.005,.010,.015,.020 with sigma values 1,1.2,1.3.1.4. Figure 9 shows Canny edge detection 

whose parameter consists of two threshold values, sigma value with appropriate size. During first step image contrast is 

improved by applying adaptive histogram equalization function from MATLAB (R2008b) and secondly constant 

threshold values which were used for each step is .021 for detecting weak edges and .084 for detecting strong edges 

with sigma values of .5,1,1.5,2,2.5,3,3.5,4,4.5,5. All implementation of Laplace of Gaussian and Canny edge detection 

were performed on MATLAB (R2008b) by using functions. Therefore it was clear from all the above implementation 

that as sigma values increases noise immunity becomes low but true edges becomes disappearing. This is for fine to 

coarse implementation. But as sigma value decreases more edges appears but noise immunity goes up. In our 

implementation we have applied various techniques for edge detection at various scale values. But it is up to the 

researcher to take appropriate values for edge detection. 
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Fig. 1. Showing three images and their Gaussian Images with different sizes and different sigma values. 

 

Fig. 2. First row of the figure consists of Gaussian Images of neighborhood sizes with varying sigma values, second row of the figure consists of 

Sobel edge detection with constant threshold values and third row of the figure consists of Sobel edge detection with different threshold values.     

sigma=1 sigma=2 sigma=3 sigma=4 Gray Scale Image 

sobel edge with thresh=.005 Sobel edge with thresh=.005 sobel edge with thresh=.005 sobel edge with thresh=.005 

sobel edge with thresh=.005 

sobel edge with thresh=.005 

sobel edge with thresh=.007 sobel edge with thresh=.009 sobel edge with thresh=.011 sobel edge with thresh=.013 

Gray Scale Image 

Gray Scale Image 

Gray Scale Image 

sigma =1 sigma =2 sigma=3 sigma =4 

sigma =1 sigma =2 sigma=3 sigma=4 

sigma=2 sigma=1 sigma=3 sigma=4 
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Fig. 3. First row of the figure consists of Gaussian Images of neighborhood sizes with varying sigma values, second row of the figure consists of 
Prewitt edge detection with constant threshold values and third row of the figure consists of Prewitt edge detection with different threshold values.    

 

Fig. 4. First row of the figure consists of Gaussian Images of neighborhood sizes with varying sigma values, second row of the figure consists of 

Robert edge detection with constant threshold values and third row of the figure consists of Robert edge detection with different threshold values.    

sigma=1 
sigma=2   sigma=3 sigma=4 Gray Scale Image 

Robert Edge with thresh=.005 Robert Edge with thresh=.005 Robert Edge with thresh=.005 Robert Edge with thresh=.005 Robert Edge with thresh=.005 

Robert Edge with thresh=.005 Robert Edge with thresh=.007 Robert Edge with thresh=.009 Robert Edge with thresh=.011 Robert Edge with thresh=.013 

        sigma =1         sigma =2         sigma =3         sigma =4 
Gray Scale Image 

Prewitt edge with th.=.005 Prewitt edge with th.=.005 Prewitt edge with th.=.005 Prewitt edge with th.=.005 Prewitt edge with th.=.005 

Prewitt edge with th.=.005 Prewitt edge with th.=.007 Prewitt edge with th=.009 Prewitt edge with th.=.011 Prewitt edge with th.=.013 
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Fig. 5. First row of the figure consists of Gaussian Images by varying sigma values and second row of the figure consists of Kirsch's edge detection 

with their appropriate threshold value and corresponding sigma values.  

 

Fig. 6. First row of the figure shows Gaussian images of different sigma values and second  row of the figure shows Robinson edge detection with 
appropriate threshold values.  

 

Fig. 7. Zero Crossings of Laplace of Gaussian Images for various values of sigma 

Adapt Hist. Equalized Image Gray Scale Image sigma=.1 sigma=2 sigma=1 

sigma=3 sigma=4 sigma=5 sigma=6 sigma=7 

sigma=8 sigma=9 sigma=10 sigma=11 sigma=12 

sigma =1 sigma =2 sigma =3 sigma =4 Gray Scale Image 

thresh=40 thresh=40,sigma=1 thresh=40,sigma=2 thresh=40,sigma=3 thresh=40,sigma=4 

sigma=1 sigma=2 sigma=3 sigma=4 Gray Scale Image 

Thresh=100 Thresh=100, sigma=1 Thresh=100, sigma=2 Thresh=100, sigma=3 Thresh=100, sigma=4  
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Fig. 8. First row of figure consists of Laplace of Gaussian Images with varying thresholds values and constant sigma values and second row of the 

figure consists of Laplace of Gaussian Images with varying thresholds and varying sigma values. 

 

Fig. 9. Canny Edge Detection for appropriate threshold values and increasing sigma values 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper the author described and implemented the various techniques of edge detection from fine to coarse by 

using different scale values and it proves that as the scale value increases noise reduces but true edges may also 

disappears. However if scale is taken from coarse to fine then more true edges become available but noise immunity 

also increases. Depending on the type of images available for the processing the proposed concept should be employed.    

In the next edition the author keen to provide whole application of human recognition system by using all the different 

phases involve in human recognition system like image enhancement, feature detection, training and classification of  

data.  
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